Doubles IQ by Christopher Hagman USPTA
1. When you return serve how far left or right should you stand?
2. Your partner is serving. How far from the net should you stand?
3. Your partner is returning serve. Where should you stand? Why?
4. Your team is returning serve and playing one up one back. Your partner returns the
ball past the net player. Where should you go?
5. Your team is at the net, and your opponents at the baseline. You just volleyed the
ball down the line. How far should you and your partner be from the net?
6. For initial positions and after the serve and return has been hit, what are the
advantages of playing one up one back?
7. Your team is facing an excellent server. Most returns you’ve gotten back have been
aggressively volleyed and won by the server’s partner. What should you do?
8. What are three reasons you would play Australian doubles (serving team lined-up
on the same side)?
9. You and your partner are both at the baseline and you are about to hit the next shot.
Who on your team should decide to approach or stay back? Why?
10. You have decided to poach. At what point in time should you move?
11. You have decided to serve and volley. Describe your forward movement and how
far from the net should you be for your first volley?
12. Excluding the serve and easy returns, generally what type of spin should you hit?
Why?
13. Your opponents are at the net, and your team is one up one back. The ball comes to
you at the baseline. Where are your first and second best shots? Why?
14. Your opponents are at the net, and your team is approaching the net. Where is your
best approach shot? Why?
15. You team is at the net and your opponents are one up, one back. Your partner has
to volley a low ball at his feet. Where should he hit this shot? Same positions
different point; if he can attack a high ball where should he hit it?

16. When your team moves to the net your deep approach shots result in very good
lobs from your opponents. What other approach shot should you try?
17. You and your partner are right-handed and at the net. Your partner is playing the
ad court, volleyed the last ball and remains farther from the net than you. Your
opponents return the ball five feet above the court and half way between you and
your partner. Whose ball is it? Why?
18. What is a fundamental strategy in doubles that does not apply to singles?
19. It’s a sunny day, and your team wins the toss. How can you make your opponents
serve their first service game into the sun?
20. While the ball is in play, when can your team talk?

There are objective answers grounded in sports science. Contact your certified
Professional or call 404-307-4893 for the answers to these and other tennis questions.

